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Abstract—Audio-Visual Speech Recognition (AVSR) seeks to
model, and thereby exploit, the dynamic relationship between
a human voice and the corresponding mouth movements. A
recently proposed multimodal fusion strategy, AV Align, based on
state-of-the-art sequence to sequence neural networks, attempts
to model this relationship by explicitly aligning the acoustic
and visual representations of speech. This study investigates
the inner workings of AV Align and visualises the audio-visual
alignment patterns. Our experiments are performed on two of
the largest publicly available AVSR datasets, TCD-TIMIT and
LRS2. We find that AV Align learns to align acoustic and
visual representations of speech at the frame level on TCD-
TIMIT in a generally monotonic pattern. We also determine
the cause of initially seeing no improvement over audio-only
speech recognition on the more challenging LRS2. We propose
a regularisation method which involves predicting lip-related
Action Units from visual representations. Our regularisation
method leads to better exploitation of the visual modality, with
performance improvements between 7% and 30% depending on
the noise level. Furthermore, we show that the alternative Watch,
Listen, Attend, and Spell network is affected by the same problem
as AV Align, and that our proposed approach can effectively
help it learn visual representations. Our findings validate the
suitability of the regularisation method to AVSR and encourage
researchers to rethink the multimodal convergence problem when
having one dominant modality.
Index Terms—AVSR, Multimodal Fusion, Action Units, DNNs
I. INTRODUCTION
AUDIO-Visual Speech Recognition (AVSR) is the auto-matic transcription of spoken utterances using recordings
of a person’s voice and face simultaneously. This emulates
the natural ability of humans to better understand a spoken
message by not only listening to, but also watching, a person
talking. Since the benefits of AVSR become more pronounced
in adverse environments, it broadens the applicability range
of speech recognition technology to busy urban areas with a
multitude of noise sources.
The visual modality of speech helps to disambiguate easily
confusable sounds, particularly in noisy environments. An
example is given in Massaro and Stork [1] for the nasal sounds
/m/ and /n/, which may sound very similar in noisy conditions,
but can be visually distinguished since the lips are closed at
onset for /m/, whereas they are open for /n/. The opposite is
also true: the sounds /f/ and /v/ look the same on the lips,
whereas they can be distinguished acoustically by voicedness
(vibration of the vocal folds). Therefore, some features that
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are hard to distinguish in the acoustic modality can be easily
resolved in the visual modality, and vice versa.
The main challenge in AVSR is to sensibly combine the
visual and the auditory speech modalities such that the mul-
timodal system surpasses the recognition accuracy of the
acoustic system by a sufficiently large margin to justify the
increased computational costs. To date, this remains an open
research challenge. The upper bound of the visual modality’s
contribution to ASR performance depends on the linguistic
context and noise conditions, and estimating it proves to be
more complex than reporting a single number [2]. In addition,
although human understanding of audio-visual speech percep-
tion in the brain has developed considerably in the recent times
[3], [4], [5], it is not clear yet how to leverage this knowledge
when designing AVSR systems.
A great amount of effort has been spent on visual feature en-
gineering, carefully reviewed in [6], [7], [8]. Fernandez-Lopez
and Sukno [7] review the technologies used in automatic
lip-reading for the past ten years, finding that the Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients and Active Appearance
Model (AAM) parameters are the most popular visual features,
while Hidden Markov Models are the most popular classifiers.
Lucey et al. [9] show that DCT features achieve a good speaker
separation, but a poor speech separation. Similarly, Cox et
al. [10] find that AAM features do not extrapolate well to un-
seen speakers, prompting the authors to call speaker-dependent
or multi-speaker recognition evaluations a red herring. Thus
the most popular handcrafted visual features are highly speaker
dependent and cannot generalise to new conditions.
The paradigm has shifted in recent years, with the in-
creasing availability of data and compute resources. This has
allowed researchers to switch focus from finding good visual
features to designing neural architectures for learning such
representations. Yet, there is no clear consensus on what is an
optimal neural network architecture for representing, aligning,
and fusing the auditory and visual speech modalities. Two
outstanding architectures are the attention-based sequence to
sequence network [11] and the Transformer network [12], with
the first using recurrent connections as in Long Short-term
Memory (LSTM) cells [13], and the latter being designed with
self-attention over feedforward networks. Both architectures
share the same encoder-decoder topology, whereby the en-
coder transforms the input data into abstract representations,
and the decoder predicts a grapheme-level output.
A common problem in AVSR systems based on Deep
Neural Networks (DNN) is the faster learning of the sub-task
of recognising the acoustic modality, known to be an (almost)
unequivocal encoding of the message in clean conditions,
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2which leads to the neglect of the more ambiguous visual
modality. To address it, Petridis et al. [14] and Afouras et
al. [15] train their visual front-ends on a visual sequence
classification task requiring knowledge of the word boundaries
in a sentence, then store the representations for offline use
when decoding text. The word boundaries are inferred using
the audio stream, and these timestamps are assumed to have
a visual correspondence. Another mitigation strategy is to
alternately train the visual and the acoustic front-ends [16],
[17], [18]. When the audio modality is fully masked, the
system is forced to lip-read. However, Shillingford et al. [19]
find that decoding graphemes from the visual modality alone
proves to be challenging despite training on 3,885 hours
of data. Consequently, it is desirable to find an alternative
scaffolding approach.
Most DNN-based multimodal systems encode each modal-
ity separately, and the representations are fused when decoding
[17], [14], [15]. Instead, in the recently proposed AV Align
[20] the acoustic representations of speech are altered by the
visual representations during a multimodal encoding process,
before decoding starts. In other words, what the system sees
influences what it hears. Another distinct feature of AV Align
is that the alignment is done at every acoustic frame, allowing
the encoder representations to be partially reconstructed from
the visual signal and limiting the propagation of uncertainties
at future timesteps. This allows the learning of the natural
asynchrony between sounds and lip movements. Being able to
visualise the audio-visual alignments makes the architecture
interpretable by design. AV Align is a flexible strategy that
does not require the features from the two modalities to have
identical sampling rates, as in [15], [14]. These properties, to-
gether with the promising results obtained by Sterpu et al. [20],
suggest that AV Align merits a more detailed investigation.
The AV Align architecture suffers from the same afore-
mentioned convergence problem of the visual front-end, as
hinted in Sterpu et al. [20] and validated by the experiments
in this work. To address it, we regress Action Units (AUs) [21]
from the visual representations and introduce an auxiliary loss
function on the visual side which is jointly optimised with
the character sequence loss of the decoder. Our strategy to
regularise the network with a secondary AU loss addresses the
convergence problem and enables a performance boost of the
audio-visual system on the challenging LRS2 dataset [22]. We
demonstrate that it is possible to efficiently train a DNN-based
AVSR system with a mere 30 hours of audio-visual data.
This article extends the work of Sterpu et al. [20] by
showing that the AVSR strategy AV Align implicitly discovers
monotonic alignments between the acoustic and the visual
speech representations, which we find to be a necessary
condition to improve the speech recognition error rate of the
multimodal system. In addition, we investigate the source of
divergence on the challenging LRS2 dataset, and propose an
architectural improvement to encourage the convergence of the
visual front-end in training. Our improved system can now
learn speaker and speech independent representations on in-
the-wild data. We show that our architectural improvement
also applies to the popular Watch, Listen, Attend, and Spell
(WLAS) network [17], effectively helping the system learn
visual representations and substantially improve the speech
recognition performance when compared to the original ar-
chitecture. This is the only approach in the AVSR field which
attempts to model the inherent alignment between the auditory
and visual modalities in speech. This approach has further
potential in fields outside AVSR that require an alignment
between modalities that have time-varying contributions to the
overall task.
In Section II we analyse the related work in the context of
four main challenges specific to AVSR. Section III-A outlines
the AV Align strategy previously introduced [20], followed
by the proposed architectural improvement in Section III-B.
In Section IV we present a set of experiments aimed at
understanding the roles that the sub-networks play in the
process of learning the task and their contributions to the
success of the method. We discuss the main implications and
conclude with Section V, where we describe several challenges
to be addressed by future AVSR systems.
II. RELATED WORK
As pointed out by the study of Harte and Gillen [23],
the audio-visual speech datasets released before 2015 are
not suitable for AVSR research for continuous speech, and
earlier studies were generally limited in terms of vocabulary
size, number of speakers, or utterance complexity. Yet, data
complexity is shown to play an important role when training a
neural network [24], [25]. Therefore, showing that a particular
neural network architecture performs well on relatively simpler
tasks such as closed set utterance classification [26] is not
a guarantee of success on continuous speech transcription,
and we will mainly restrict our review to the large scale ap-
proaches. Given the unconventional nature of our contribution
to AVSR, it is necessary to introduce some key concepts and
discuss how AV Align approaches them.
A. Multimodal taxonomy in AVSR
The recent survey of Baltrusaitis et al. [27] proposes a new
taxonomy for the challenges faced in multimodal machine
learning. It goes beyond the traditional pipelines presented
in [6], [8], which were mostly limited to feature extraction
and modality fusion, and introduces the alignment, co-learning
and translation of modalities, noting that the latter does not
represent a challenge in AVSR due to the uniqueness of
the label. We consider the related work in AVSR from the
perspective of the main challenges identified by [27], as it
allows a clearer separation of the proposed techniques.
a) Representation. Most of the recent work in AVSR
uses variations of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to
learn visual representations as a function of data, effectively
bypassing the necessity for feature design. The review of
Purwins et al. [28] shows that the acoustic modality is widely
represented as a log mel-scale spectrogram, since learning
features directly from time domain signals remains a chal-
lenging task. Petridis et al. [26] find that learning acoustic
features directly from the speech waveform outperforms Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) in noisy conditions
on the simpler task of word classification, yet the authors’
3subsequent work [14] reverts to MFCC when attempting
the more challenging continuous speech recognition, without
reporting results with the previously introduced end-to-end
architecture, possibly hinting at the difficulties of learning
from raw audio.
b) Alignment. Identifying direct relationships between
(sub)elements of the visual and auditory modalities is a
primary step towards learning enhanced representations. Even
when the camera and microphone are time synchronised,
there is still a natural asynchrony between sounds and mouth
movements [29]. Furthermore, Schwartz and Savariaux [29]
show that, for chained syllable sequences, the asynchrony
fluctuates with the phonetic context, varying between 20 ms
audio lead to 70 ms audio lag, and up to 200 ms audio lag
(video lead) for more complex speech structures. Karpov et
al. [30] also report a variable delay between viseme and
phoneme pairs on continuous speech in Russian, noticing a
higher visual lead at the start of a sentence, in line with the
experiments of Schwartz and Savariaux on isolated syllables.
The reviews of Potamianos et al. [6], [8] suggest that
modality alignment has generally been overlooked in AVSR.
Even the recent work of [14], [15] rely on the tight syn-
chronicity assumption between the two speech modalities,
and merely enforce an identical sampling rate, so that the
learnt representations can be conveniently concatenated. An
eventual alignment would only happen implicitly, and we
anticipate that validating it would take a great effort. Chung et
al. [17] propose WLAS, an extension of the sequence to
sequence model [11] for two modalities using two attention
mechanisms on the decoder, one for each modality. To the
best of our knowledge, this can be thought of as the first
attempt at modeling the alignment in neural-based AVSR
systems, although this alignment is the indirect result of
aligning the output with each input modality. As an alternative
to the dual attention decoding design, we [20] propose a
novel cross-modal alignment architecture, where the acoustic
representations are explicitly aligned with the visual ones in an
unsupervised way using a cross-modal attention mechanism.
Nevertheless, both approaches allow arbitrary sampling rates
for each modality. Surprisingly, subsequent work in [15],
representing an update of WLAS [17] according to the au-
thors, proposes a significantly different architecture based on
the Transformer network [12] which no longer includes an
alignment component. This system is trained on the newer
LRS2 dataset instead of the original unreleased LRS1 dataset,
and there is no published evaluation of the WLAS network
on LRS2, making it impossible to draw a direct comparison
between the two models proposed by the same group.
Recently, Tao and Busso [31] introduced an audio-visual
feature alignment scheme using an attention mechanism. One
LSTM network transforms handcrafted visual features into
higher order representations, and a second LSTM processes
the acoustic features while also extracting a visual context
vector at every frame as a linear combination of all visual
representations. The representations are optimised to minimise
the reconstruction error of the acoustic features from the visual
features. In contrast, AV Align [20] can be seen as the end-to-
end alternative to [31] with a different objective function: it
learns the visual representations directly from the raw pixels,
and jointly optimises them with the character-level decoder,
minimising the character error rate. AV Align is described in
this current paper in Section III-A. Regressing audio features
from video features as in [31] enables learning from unlabelled
data. We argue, however, that rather than learning cross-
modal correlations, the network can simply learn to copy
audio features to the output, which is encouraged by the
reconstruction loss.
c) Fusion. A frequently seen design in neural multimodal
fusion involves concatenating time aligned hidden representa-
tions from each modality and applying a stack of neural layers
to map the representations onto a shared space [14], [26], [32],
[15]. Instead, the architecture of Chung et al. [17] concatenates
the visual and auditory context vectors extracted by two
independent attention mechanisms. The cross-modal attention
mechanism of AV Align fuses modalities by concatenating the
visual context vector with the current state of a multimodal
recurrent layer. This is conceptually more closely related to the
simpler frame-level concatenation approach, as fusion takes
place on the encoder side. The fundamental difference is
that each video representation is correlated with the acoustic
one through a learnable function, without making use of the
timestamps. Zhou et al. [18] propose an update to [17] by
incorporating explicit mixing weights for the two context
vectors at each timestep. Similarly, using a hybrid DNN-
HMM system, [33] demonstrate the benefit of introducing a
gating unit to scale audio-visual features before concatena-
tion. Since the system lacks a modality alignment module,
this design may implicitly prefer linguistic units which are
already time-synchronised, such as plosives, leading to an
under-exploitation of cross-modal correlations, though this
hypothesis is not fully explored in that article.
d) Co-learning. When labelled data for a particular task
is limited, exploiting unlabelled data in a different modality
creates the opportunity to learn more robust representations.
Ngiam et al. [16] explore the cross-modal learning opportu-
nities in greater detail. They first demonstrate how to learn
better visual speech representations given unlabelled audio-
visual data for pre-training. In addition, they demonstrate the
benefit of learning shared representations which allow cross-
modal reconstructions. More recently, transfer learning has
gained popularity in AVSR, although it is not as expressive as
the two strategies of [16]. Transfer learning typically implies
pre-training the acoustic and language models on a much
larger dataset [17], or learning visual representations on a word
classification task [14], [15] without fine-tuning for AVSR.
None of these pre-training strategies exploit the audio-visual
data jointly, and only speed up unimodal representation learn-
ing [34] rather than transfer knowledge between modalities.
Moreover, building a stronger language model on a large
external dataset, as in [17], poses the risk of obscuring the true
benefit of the visual modality when comparing AVSR methods,
and a fair experiment should be designed using an identical
amount of text data. Contrary to leveraging additional external
training data at increased cost, a different school of thought
seeks to overcome the fundamental problem of vanishing and
exploding gradients with architectural innovations such as
4gated RNNs [13] and residual connections [35]. We believe
this to be a preferable direction for research in AVSR, and
our proposed method is a step in this direction.
B. Lipreading
In parallel with AVSR, there have been several develop-
ments on the continuous visual speech recognition task, also
known as sentence lipreading, using either traditional and
hybrid systems [36], [37], [38], or fully neural pipelines [39],
[19], [40]. Due to the lack of suitable datasets for sentence
level AVSR, the terms lipreading and ”speech recognition”
have frequently been used in the literature for classifying
isolated units from a closed set [26], [41], [42], [32], [43],
and can be misleading to researchers who are not experts
in this field. These contributions are similar to the more
recent developments for sentence-level lipreading in terms of
representations (CNN + RNN), however they typically lack the
alignment and decoding components, and are limited to a sin-
gle prediction per sequence representing the class probabilities
of the closed set of words. Adopting the terminology in [28],
we believe that differentiating between sequence classification
and sequence transduction/recognition is an important step
towards improving the clarity of the contributions in the AVSR
space. On a similar topic, Bear and Taylor [44] discuss the
subtle difference between lipreading and speechreading as a
function of the image region being exploited.
C. Video Description
Whilst the preceding review has considered authors working
directly on the AVSR problem, there is much to be learned
(potentially) from other domains. On the related task of
multimodal video description, Hori et al. [45] call the WLAS
approach of [17] naı¨ve and propose an improved variant.
The authors claim that their approach ”is the first to fuse
multimodal information using attention between modalities in
a neural network”. This approach is different from ours as it
does not use an attention mechanism between the auditory and
visual modalities, but is conceptually very similar to the dual
attention mechanism of WLAS. The proposed improvement is
of the same nature as in [18] where the two context vectors
extracted on the decoder side are scaled by learnable weights
before being fused through an explicit summation. In this work
we explore several potentially more general fusion functions
for the cross-modal attention setup of AV Align.
III. ATTENTION-BASED AUDIO-VISUAL ALIGNMENT
A. AV Align
We review the audio-visual speech fusion strategy AV
Align originally proposed in [20], and illustrated in Figure 1.
Technically, it can be considered as the original sequence
to sequence network with attention [11] extended with an
additional encoder and explicitly modelling the cross-modal
correlations. Given a variable length acoustic sentence a =
{a1, a2, . . . , aN} and its corresponding visual track v =
{v1, v2, . . . , vM}, we transform the raw input signals into
higher level latent representations using stacks of LSTM layers
(further denoted in Figure 1 by oA = {oA1 , oA2 , . . . , oAN } and
oV = {oV1 , oV2 , . . . , oVM }):
oAi = LSTMA(ai, oAi−1) (1)
oVj = LSTMV (vj , oVj−1) (2)
Next, one additional LSTM layer is stacked on top of the last
acoustic LSTM layer, taking as input oA. Its hidden state hi
is correlated with all the entries in oV at every audio timestep
i to compute the visual context vector cVi :
hi = LSTMAV ([oAi ; oAVi−1 ], hi−1) (3)
αij = softmaxi(h
T
i · oVj ) (4)
where softmaxi(x) =
exp(xi)∑
j exp(xj)
cVi =
M∑
j=1
αij · oVj (5)
Finally, the visual context vector cVi and the current LSTM
hidden state hi are concatenated and fed to a fully-connected
neural network having n output units to produce at every
timestep the fused representation oAVi :
oAVi =WAV [hi; cVi ] + bAV (6)
where WAV ∈ Rn x 2n, bAV ∈ Rn
Every input to the attention-enhanced LSTM layer is con-
catenated with the fused representation from the previous
timestep oAVi−1 , as seen in equation (3). Both oAV0 and h0
are initialised with zeros.
The rest of the network is a character-level LSTM decoder
that attends to the enhanced audio-visual representations (oAV )
instead of the acoustic only ones (oA), and outputs a variable
length character sequence yˆ = {yˆ1, yˆ2, . . . , yˆL}. Therefore,
AV Align adds one cross-modal attention mechanism between
the two stream encoders but maintains the traditional attention
mechanism between the decoder and encoder.
hDk = LSTMD([yk−1; oDk−1 ], hDk−1) (7)
βki = softmaxk(h
T
Dk
· oAVi) (8)
cAVk =
N∑
i=1
βki · oAVi (9)
oDk =WD[hDk ; cAVk ] + bD (10)
where WD ∈ Rn x 2n, bD ∈ Rn
pk ≡ P (yk|a, v, yk−1) = softmax(WvoDk + bv) (11)
where Wv ∈ Rv x n, bv ∈ Rv
yˆk = argmax pk (12)
and v is the vocabulary size.
Equations (3)-(6) and (7)-(10) represent the default be-
haviour of the AttentionWrapper class in TensorFlow [46]
using the Luong attention mechanism [47]. The hidden state
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Fig. 1. The AV Align strategy. The top layer cells of the Audio Encoder take audio representations from a stack of LSTM layers (oA) as inputs and attend to
the top layer outputs of the Video Encoder (oV , only one layer shown), producing the cross-modal alignment. The Decoder receives the fused Audio-Visual
representations (oAV ), producing an input-output alignment through a second attention mechanism. The architecture in [20] is amended with an Action Unit
prediction network (NN + AU Loss). Dashed lines depict inactive states in a hard selection process, whereas shaded lines stand for a soft selection mechanism.
of the decoder’s LSTM layer in equation (7) is initialised as
the final state of the audio-visual LSTM layer: hD0 = hN .
The system is trained using the cross-entropy loss function:
CE Loss =
1
L
∑
k
−yk log(pk) (13)
The motivation behind AV Align was to address a possible
learning difficulty of the WLAS network, speculating that the
dual attention decoder is overburdened with modelling tasks.
On top of audio decoding and language modelling, it is also
required to learn cross-modal correlations. Instead, AV Align
moves the cross-modal learning task on the encoder side.
Intuitively, the method can be seen as a way of reconstructing
and enhancing the frame-level audio representations through
the use of a dynamically-computed visual context vector.
B. The Action Unit Loss
As discussed in Section I, the original formulation of AV
Align in [20] did not produce satisfactory results on the chal-
lenging LRS2 dataset, conflicting with the substantial improve-
ments seen in the controlled conditions of TCD-TIMIT [23].
Initial experiments, reported below in Section IV-E, suggest
a convergence problem with the visual front-end. Following
the reasoning from Section I, we want to avoid pre-training
strategies and instead rely on the audio-visual data at hand,
simplifying the network training methodology.
We suspect that there are two possible causes for the cross-
modal attention convergence problem. One is the CNN not
learning reliable visual features, as the error signal propagates
over a long path susceptible to gradient vanishing. The second
one relates to the cross-modal attention mechanism not learn-
ing to correlate representations, extract reliable visual context
vectors or enhance the acoustic representation. Since the sec-
ond factor could just be a consequence of the first, we would
now like to focus on improving the visual representations.
Our choice is to regress Action Units (AUs) [21] from the
visual representations and apply an auxiliary loss function
penalising the difference between the network’s prediction and
the targets externally estimated with the OpenFace toolkit [48].
We argue that learning to predict certain AUs is useful to
the visual speech recognition task. The auxiliary loss provides
a stronger error signal to the visual encoder than the cross-
entropy loss on the decoder side, lessening the effect of
gradient vanishing.
Fig. 2. Smoothed histograms of the lip-related Action Units on TCD-TIMIT.
Similar histograms are obtained on LRS2.
6Of the 17 AUs estimated by OpenFace, only 9 refer to the
lower face / lip area. A closer inspection of their histograms,
displayed in Figure 2, reveals that only three of them (17,
25, 26) occur frequently in speech and could be used for our
task. AU17 (Chin raiser) appears to be estimated unreliably
on our datasets. Consequently we choose only two AUs: Lips
Part (AU25) and Jaw Drop (AU26). These two AUs can be
linked to lip opening movements defined in [49] which occur
altogether for approximately one third of the time in speech.
Although the visibility of the two AUs may be occluded when
co-occurring with other action units in speech, estimating the
annotations using the video-based OpenFace toolkit ensures
that only the visible AUs are taken into account.
We amend the original architecture used in [20] with a
fully connected neural network (NN in Figure 1, defined
in equation (14)) with two outputs and sigmoid activation
functions, and taking as input the visual LSTM output oVj .
Since AUs are dynamic attributes, we argue that they can be
regressed more reliably from oVj , where the temporal context
is taken into account, than from the frame level visual features
vj .
ÂU25,26(j) = sigmoid(WAU oVj + bAU ) (14)
where WAU ∈ R2 x n, bAU ∈ R2
and sigmoid(x) =
1
1 + exp(−x)
To generate the target values, we normalise the intensities
estimated with OpenFace, which are real numbers from 0 to
5, by clipping to [0, 3] and dividing by 3 to match the output
range of the sigmoid units. We define the AU Loss function
(AU Loss in Figure 1) as the mean squared error between
predicted and target AUs, multiplied by a scale factor λ of
10.0 found empirically on our evaluation data:
AU Loss =
λ
M
M∑
j=1
(AU25,26(j)− ÂU25,26(j))2 (15)
The AU Loss is then added to the decoder’s cross entropy
loss from equation (13).
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We begin by presenting the data and the system training
procedure, followed by a suite of experiments which offer
more insights into the learning mechanisms of AV Align.
A. Datasets
TCD-TIMIT [23] consists of high quality audio-visual
footage of 62 speakers reading a total of 6,913 examples of
both phonetically compact (sx) and diverse (si) sentences from
the prompts of the TIMIT dataset [50] in laboratory conditions.
It is important to note, in the context of how the results are
later discussed, that there is a difference between the coverage
of these two types of sentences. Specifically, 450 sx sentences
are spoken by seven different speakers on average, whereas
1890 si sentences are unique to each speaker.
TABLE I
CNN ARCHITECTURE. ALL CONVOLUTIONS USE 3X3 KERNELS, EXCEPT
THE FINAL ONE. THE RESIDUAL BLOCK IS TAKEN FROM [35] IN ITS full
preactivation VARIANT.
layer operation output shape
0 Rescale [-1 ... +1] 36x36x3
1 Conv 36x36x8
2-3 Res block 36x36x8
4-5 Res block 18x18x16
6-7 Res block 9x9x32
8-9 Res block 5x5x64
10 Conv 5x5 1x1x128
LRS2 [22] contains 45,839 spoken sentences from BBC
television. Unlike TCD-TIMIT, it contains more challenging
head poses, uncontrolled illumination conditions, and a much
lower image resolution of 160x160 pixels. Both datasets are
publicly available for research.
B. Input pre-processing
Our system takes auditory and visual input concurrently.
The audio input is the raw waveform signal of an entire
sentence. The visual stream consists of video frame sequences,
centred on the speaker’s face, which correspond to the audio
track. We use the OpenFace toolkit [48] to detect and align
the faces, then we crop around the lip region.
Audio input. The audio waveforms are re-sampled at
22,050 Hz, and additively mixed with add several types of
acoustic noise at different Signal to Noise Ratios (SNR) as
explained in Section IV-C. We compute the log magnitude
spectrogram of the input, choosing a frame length of 25ms
with 10ms stride and 1024 frequency bins for the Short-time
Fourier Transform (STFT), and a frequency range from 80Hz
to 11,025Hz with 30 bins for the mel scale warp. We stack the
features of 8 consecutive STFT frames into a larger window,
leading to an audio feature vector ai of size 240, and we shift
this window right by 3 frames, thus attaining an overlap of 5
frames between windows.
Visual input. We down-sample the 3-channel RGB images
of the lip regions to 36x36 pixels. A ResNet CNN [35]
processes the images to produce a feature vector vj of 128
units per frame. The details of the architecture are presented
in Table I.
C. Training procedure
For our experiments, we train and evaluate audio-only and
audio-visual speech recognition models based on the sequence
to sequence architecture with attention [11]. The systems
model speech at the character level, with a vocabulary con-
sisting of the 26 letters English alphabet a–z, plus blank space
and apostrophe. To normalise the text, we convert it to lower
case, all numbers are converted to words following the cardinal
format, and punctuation is removed. The implementation is
done within the publicly available speech recognition toolkit
Sigmedia-AVSR [20] based on TensorFlow [46].
Our models and their hyper-parameters are identical to
[20] except the visual LSTM encoder which was reduced
from three to one layer, as an ablation study, not reported
7here, showed a significant increase of training convergence
rate with minimal loss in accuracy. The baseline system
consists of a 11-layer ResNet [35] to process the cropped
lip images, one or three layers LSTM [13] encoders of 256
units for each modality, and a one-layer LSTM decoder of
256 units. For completeness and reproducibility, we provide
the software implementation and all the hyper-parameters at
https://github.com/georgesterpu/Sigmedia-AVSR.
The acoustic modality is corrupted with only Cafeteria
noise, as this noise type was found the most challenging in
[20], and the noise source did not influence the conclusions.
We train our systems in four stages, first on clean speech, then
with a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of 10db, 0db and finally
-5db. Each time we increment the noise level we also copy
the model parameters rather than train from scratch, speeding
up the system’s convergence.
D. Baseline system performance
In this section we report the performance of the audio-only
and multimodal systems on the two datasets. We repeat each
experiment 5 times and report the mean error of the best
system, including the 95% confidence interval displayed as
error bars. Additionally, we include the standard deviation of
the mean error across the 5 repetitions, displayed with arrows
at the bottom of the bar plots.
1) Speaker-Dependent TCD-TIMIT: We first train Audio-
only and Audio-Visual systems on the speaker dependent (SD)
partition of TCD-TIMIT, where 70% of data from 59 speakers
is used in training, and the remaining 30% in evaluation.
Figure 3 shows the Character Error Rate (CER) of our
systems for each noise condition. We were able to reproduce
the improvements with AV Align reported in [20] across 5
trials, each with a different random initialisation. When we
apply the secondary AU loss, the AV Align + AU system
achieves a similar performance to AV Align. This suggests that
the AU loss is not detrimental to the performance of AV Align
when such regularisation is not necessary, as we will show in
Section IV-E.
A deeper dive into these results reveals that when comparing
the audio-visual system with the acoustic-only one, perfor-
mance gains extend not only to the already seen sx sentences,
but also to the unique si ones. Therefore we can deduce that
DNNs can learn sentence independent speech representations.
However, it would be much stronger to show that the learnt
representations are also speaker independent.
2) Speaker-Independent TCD-TIMIT: We needed a new
dataset partitioning scheme to achieve speaker independence.
We thus assign each TCD-TIMIT volunteer either to the train
or test partition, aiming at the same time to balance attributes
such as gender and facial hair. Consequently, speakers 06M,
14M, 17F, 18M, 31F, 41M, 46F, 47M, and 51F are assigned
to the test set, and the remaining 50 to the train set. Due to
the large overlap with the volunteer sentences, the lipspeakers
were not used here.
We retrained the audio and audio-visual systems from 5 dif-
ferent random initialisations on this new partition, and display
the results in Figure 4, where confidence intervals and standard
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Fig. 3. Performance on the Speaker Dependent (SD) partition of TCD-TIMIT.
Fig. 4. Performance on the Speaker Independent partition of TCD-TIMIT.
Note sx sentences are repeated across many speakers but si sentences are
unique to a speaker.
deviation are displayed as in Figure 3. Note overall a strong
trend whereby performance for the repeated sx sentences is
markedly better than for the unique si sentences. This is
apparent in both the audio and audio-visual systems in this
speaker-independent scenario. The global error rate is hence
a misleading performance figure. This can likely be attributed
to a language model that becomes strongly tuned to the more
frequently seen sx content due the imbalance between the two
sentence types in TCD-TIMIT and the reduced sentence diver-
sity, promoting memorisation [24], [25]. Both AV Align and AV
Align + AU frequently converge to poor local optimums where
the performance is similar to the Audio system. As it will
later be shown in Section IV-E2, this corresponds to the case
where the audio-visual alignments are not learnt. Overall it is
difficult to offer definitive conclusions from these experiments.
We can see that the variance in performance is reduced by
introducing the AU loss, but ultimately it appears we do not
have sufficient data for each speaker in TCD-TIMIT to train
the speaker-independent system. An ideal dataset would have
a much larger number of unique sentences from a larger cohort
of speakers, but such a dataset does not exist in the research
community. Experiments in the following sections will use
LRS2 to allow a fuller exploration of how to optimally exploit
the visual modality in speaker-independent AVSR using the AV
Align strategy.
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Fig. 5. System performance on LRS2
3) LRS2: Since the relatively small size of TCD-TIMIT
restricts the learning power of a neural network, as seen
in the previous experiment, we now evaluate AV Align on
LRS2, which is currently the largest publicly available audio-
visual dataset. We retrain the audio and audio-visual systems
from scratch with the same hyper-parameters, and discard
approximately 2.77% of the LRS2 sentences due to the failures
of the face detector. Our results are shown in Figure 5 where
confidence intervals and standard deviation are displayed as
before.
We notice a relative performance improvement of the AV
Align + AU system over Audio starting at 6.4% on clean
speech, going up to 31% in worsening audio conditions. These
improvements rates had previously only been seen on the
speaker dependent partition of TCD-TIMIT, whereas this time
we are in the challenging setup of LRS2. Despite the overlap of
the 95% confidence intervals in clean speech, the improvement
trend noticed in the remaining noise levels, together with the
diminished standard deviation when the AU Loss is used may
be indicative of statistical significance even under noise free
conditions.
This result brings evidence to support our rationale in
Section III-B regarding the difficulties faced by AV Align in
overcoming the fundamental problem of gradient vanishing.
AV Align converges to a local minimum where only the audio
representations are learnt effectively, and the multitasking
design based on the proposed AU Loss was needed so the
network could start learning audio and visual representations
from the beginning. Nevertheless, these solid improvements on
LRS2, as opposed to the inconclusive results in Section IV-D2,
suggest that a strongly imbalanced dataset further contributes
to the learning difficulties of the network, and special attention
has to be paid to this aspect when collecting new datasets for
AVSR.
E. Cross-modal alignment patterns
The AV Align architecture allows an explicit soft alignment
between the audio and visual representations extracted by the
two encoders. A question that arises is: does it really learn to
align the two modalities of speech, or does it only exploit a
spurious correlation in the dataset that would limit the gen-
eralisation power? We previously found that the method can
(a) AV alignment on sentence 31F/si459 (b) Mean AV alignment
Fig. 6. Cross-modal alignment patterns of the system trained on TCD-TIMIT
(a) Audio - Video (b) Decoder - Encoder
Fig. 7. Alignment patterns on a single example from LRS2
(6349793037997935601/00008)
decode up to 30% more accurately than an audio-only system
[20] on TCD-TIMIT, yet the source of this improvement was
unidentified at that time.
For every sentence in the test set, we generate the alignment
matrix between the two encoders, which is the αij variable in
equation (4) and has a size of [M x N] corresponding to the
number of frames in each modality. Similarly, we also generate
the alignment matrix between the decoder state and the fused
audio-visual representations, represented by the βkj variable
in equation (8) having a size of [N x L] where L is the number
of decoded characters.
1) TCD-TIMIT: We display in Figure 6a the cross-modal
alignment pattern of AV Align on a randomly chosen sentence
from the speaker dependent test set of TCD-TIMIT. We
observe that the alignment pattern looks almost monotonic in
a weak sense, i.e. can be well approximated by a monotonic
function. The lack of alignment at the start and end of the
sentence is attributed to the recording conditions of TCD-
TIMIT, where the speakers were instructed to leave a second
of silence. We also aggregate all the alignments on the test
set in Figure 6b, noticing that the monotonicity property is
preserved.
2) LRS2: In Figure 7a we display the cross-modal align-
ment patterns of AV Align on a randomly chosen example from
LRS2, together with the decoder’s text alignment in Figure 7b.
We observe that each audio frame is predominantly aligned
to the first video frame, suggesting a failure of the cross-
modal attention mechanism to converge. On the other hand, the
second attention mechanism learns non-trivial and plausible
alignments between text and inputs. Likely, the fused audio-
visual representations are dominated by the audio modality.
The performance similarity between AV Align and the audio
9(a) Audio-Video (b) Decoder - Encoder
Fig. 8. Alignment patterns on a single example from LRS2
(6349793037997935601/00008) when training with AU Loss
system for all noise levels, illustrated in Figure 5, brings
further evidence to support this claim. We find a similar pattern
on the proposed speaker independent partition of TCD-TIMIT.
In Figure 8 we display the alignments of AV Align + AU
on the same sentence as in Figure 7. This time we see that
the system effectively learns proper cross-modal alignments,
explaining the performance improvement shown in Figure 5.
Overall, this suggests that monotonic audio-visual alignments
are a necessary condition for AV Align to capitalise on the
visual modality.
F. Additional Control Experiments - Aligning without video
To validate that the monotonic alignments represent true
correlations between audio and video, we propose three control
experiments by corrupting the visual representations oVj at-
tended to by the audio-visual LSTM layer. These experiments
do not require re-training the systems and are only applied for
inference.
We first replace the visual representations with random uni-
form noise. As shown in Figure 9a, the cross-modal alignment
patterns are no longer monotonic as in Figure 8a. The error
rate surges above 100%, indicating a limitation of the training
strategy to cope with a mismatched data distribution. Next,
we add segments of blank video frames between one and
four seconds long, both in the beginning and at the end of
a sentence. We see in Figure 9b that the alignment patterns
have shifted vertically for a proportional amount of timesteps.
After reversing the time axis of the video representations,
we observe in Figure 9c that the alignment patterns become
horizontally flipped too. The error rate on the test remains
identical in this case, whereas it only slightly increases by
0.31% when appending blank visual frames. These control
experiments show that the audio and the visual representations
are aligned only by their content, and not because the system
implicitly learned to exploit the monotonicity of speech to
guess where to look in a sentence.
G. Enhancing the representation fusion layer
We have shown so far that AV Align is able to align
audio and video representations, and consequently to fuse
them into an informative visual context vector. In the original
network [20], the fusion step is implemented as follows: the
context vector cVi is concatenated with the current audio-visual
encoder output hi and processed by a single layer linear neural
Random
(a)
Blank ends
(b)
Time reverse
(c)
Fig. 9. The effect of corrupting the video memory with several transforma-
tions. Same sentence as in Figure 8.
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Fig. 10. System performance on LRS2 with several variations of the audio-
visual fusion layer
network. Using the shorthand notation nni(x) = Wix + bi,
the fusion function of [20], defined here in equation (6) was
oAVi = nnAV ([hi; cVi ]) (referred to as baseline). We want to
explore deeper and nonlinear fusion networks, and we propose
the following fusion designs:
M1 : oAVi = tanh(nn1(tanh(nn2([hi; cVi ]))))
M2 : oAVi = hi + tanh(nn1(hi)) + cVi + tanh(nn2(cVi ))+
+ tanh(nn3([hi; cVi ]))
M3 : oAVi = hi + tanh(nn1(hi)) + tanh(nn2(cVi ))+
+ tanh(nn3([hi; cVi ]))
M4 : oAVi = hi ·Wa + cVi ·Wv,where
Wa = sigmoid(nn1(hi)),
Wv = sigmoid(nn2(cVi ))
M5 : oAVi = hi ·Wa + tanh(nn1([hi; cVi ])) ·Wav,
where Wav = sigmoid(nn2([hi; cVi ]))
As can be seen in Figure 10, variants M1 and M5 are
relatively up to 5.8% better than the baseline at certain noise
levels. These statistically insignificant improvements suggest
either that the original linear fusion is a sufficiently good
approximation in AVSR, or that the nonlinearities are learnt
by another component of the system, such as the input gate
of the LSTM encoder. Interestingly, variant M4 is only 2%
to 4% worse than the baseline, however it offers a greater
interpretability potential since it assigns a confidence score
between 0 and 1 to each modality at every timestep. For
M1, we also experimented with one and three layer variants
using ReLu and sigmoid activation functions, all performing
slightly below the presented variant. M2 and M3 were similar
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Fig. 11. Performance of all five systems on LRS2
in performance to M5, and were both omitted from the plot for
clarity. Despite not being supported by statistical significance,
this experiment illustrates possible extensions of the linear
fusion in AV Align, which may become useful on larger
corpuses.
H. Generalisation to other AVSR methods
In our previous work [20], we could not see a benefit of
using the WLAS network [17] over an audio system alone
even in the less challenging TCD-TIMIT conditions. Having
demonstrated the importance of the AU Loss in Section IV-E2
for AV Align, an emerging question is: would it also improve
WLAS? Our assumption is that the convergence problem is
owed to the imbalance in the information carried by the two
speech modalities, which is both data and model invariant.
We implement the WLAS network and follow an identical
training and evaluation procedure on LRS2 as with AV Align,
ensuring a fair comparison. Since we do not pre-train the
audio and language models on an auxiliary corpus of 224,528
sentences as in [17], and we do not make use of the curriculum
learning or alternating training, essentially training it in the
same way as AV Align, we denote the network by AV Cat
instead of WLAS. The results are shown in Figure 11. The
original design, AV Cat, performs just slightly worse than the
audio system, as in [20]. The improved model using the AU
Loss, AV Cat + AU, outperforms the audio model, however its
performance is still inferior to AV Align + AU.
Additionally, we train AV Cat and AV Cat + AU on the SD
partition of TCD-TIMIT, and we show the results in Figure 12.
The same trend can be seen as in the case of LRS2.
We further investigate the two alignments produced by
this architecture, consisting of the correlation of the decoder
state with each encoded modality, which are displayed in
Figure 13. The first column represents the AV Cat system,
presenting a similar video convergence problem as with the
cross-modal alignment of AV Align from Figure 7a. The next
four columns illustrate the benefit of the AU loss for the video
convergence of AV Cat + AU as the noise level increases.
The text to video alignments are less pronounced in clean
speech conditions, unlike in Section IV-E2, where audio-visual
alignments emerge and remain crisp starting on clean speech.
This suggests that aligning the voice with the lips may be a
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Fig. 12. Performance of all five systems on the SD partition of TCD-TIMIT
Fig. 13. Alignment patterns of the WLAS network [17] trained on LRS2 and
evaluated on the same sentence as in Figure 8. Top row displays the text to
audio alignment, bottom row displays the text to video alignment.
simpler task than correlating characters with lips. In fact, the
latter may prove difficult even to human annotators, making
AV Align more suitable for semi-supervised learning than AV
Cat.
I. Error Analysis
In Section IV-D3 we showed that AV Align + AU performs
31% better than the audio-only system on the test set of
LRS2. Since this is only an average value, it would be
interesting to know if this gain is general or restricted to
a subset of the sentences. Therefore we have analysed the
error rate on individual sentences. For each test sentence, we
first compute the difference δ between the error rates of the
Audio and AV Align + AU systems. Next, we estimate the
predictability of each sentence by training a separate character-
level language model on the train set, and evaluating the cross-
entropy between the labels and the predictions. The language
model is similar to the AV Align + AU decoder shown in
Figure 1, but without any conditioning on the encoder. In
Table II we list several examples of sentences ranked by their
cross-entropy score. Since the analysis is fairly similar for all
noise levels, we focus our attention on the most challenging
-5db condition.
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Fig. 14. Absolute error difference between the Audio and AV Align + AU
systems on -5db speech, sorted by their predictability (easier sentences on
left).
We plot the error difference δ in Figure 14. Although AV
Align + AU performs better on average, there is still a number
of sentences where the audio system scores better. A closer
inspection on several examples where the error difference
is -50% or lower shows an interesting pattern: while the
audio system makes reasonable spelling mistakes at this noise
level, the prediction of the audio-visual one looks highly
uncorrelated with the input. For example, the sentence ”was
it your choice” is acoustically transcribed as ”was in your
choice”, whereas the AV Align + AU prediction is ”was in
the auctions”. This sentence belongs to a cluster of highly
predictable sentences which are decoded almost perfectly by
the audio system. We could not identify an obvious pattern
in the visual domain on these sentences. We performed an
analogous analysis between the audio and AV Cat + AU
systems, and also between AV Cat + AU and AV Align + AU,
all with similar findings. This result suggests a shortcoming of
both audio-visual systems: they do not fall back to audio-only
performance when not able to capitalise on the visual modality.
Instead, the conditioning on the input seems to diminish,
leading to a more prominent impact of the intrinsic language
model. In Figure 15 we illustrate the same difference δ as a
cumulative distribution function, allowing us to compare rate
of improvement under different noise conditions. In line with
the results in Figure 5, we notice that more sentences see the
benefit of the visual modality in worsening audio conditions.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
AV Align is the first architecture for AVSR that explicitly and
automatically learns the asynchronous alignments between the
audio and visual modalities of speech. We have demonstrated
our results on two large publicly available datasets in the
AVSR domain, and the code is publicly shared. This is an
important result because it allows the system to capitalise on
the visual modality without requiring pre-training strategies,
while creating the opportunity to carry out phonetic inves-
tigations thanks to its interpretability property. The system
learns to discover audio-visual alignment patterns that provide
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Fig. 15. Cumulative distribution function of the error improvement on LRS2,
truncated to 0%, from Audio to AV Align + AU. The test set of LRS2 contained
a number of 1,222 sentences. X sentences see an improvement of at least Y%.
TABLE II
EXAMPLES OF SENTENCES FROM LRS2 RANKED BY THEIR
CROSS-ENTROPY (CE) SCORE REFLECTING PREDICTABILITY
Sentence CE [A] prediction [AV] prediction
squirrel pox virus 3.11 spiral pops fires squeer apots fires
puerto rican style 2.8 porture recan style porture reconsile
great leonard cohen 2.43 rate leader cowin rate lenent cowen
sausages in bacon 2.34 such a years in
baken
such a year’s im-
painent
the duke of glouces-
ter
2.00 which you could
prossed
the two coffloster
there aren’t any bis-
cuits in that barrel
1.78 there are antique
biscuits in their bar-
row
there aren’t any
buscuity in their
bear of
some decent scores 1.66 some piece of
scores
some things that’s
all
was it your choice 1.36 was in your choice was in the auctions
very close by the
university
1.08 very close by the
university
very close by the
university
and our experts 1.05 i know where it’s
that
and our experts
i don’t think so 0.89 i don’t think so but don’t place so
something like that 0.63 something like that something like that
thank you very
much
0.56 thank you very
much
thank you very
much
informative visual cues to the audio modality, despite not being
explicitly instructed to do so. This result is comparable with
previous findings on traditional sequence to sequence neural
networks learning the monotonicity of acoustic speech [51],
[52] or visual speech [40], [17], as the decoded graphemes
align with their corresponding modality representations. How-
ever, before this work it had never been demonstrated that
this property holds for the cross-modal alignment between two
encoders.
Many researchers have encountered difficulties in capitalis-
ing on the visual modality of speech given a dominant acoustic
one under low noise conditions. Common solutions resorted
to pre-training the visual front-end on a different vision task,
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Fig. 16. Phonetic analysis of the modality lags predicted by AV Align for
the sentence ”Starting with the compost”, showing the speech spectrogram,
waveform, modality lag, and transcription. The delay between modalities is
estimated by fitting a normal distribution for each column (audio frame) of
the cross-modal alignment matrix and selecting the mean.
or to an alternation between the two modalities in training,
where one of them is randomly disconnected when learning
the rest of the parameters in the system. The interpretability
properties of AV Align have given us a greater insight into
the nature of the optimisation problem, and motivated us to
propose the regression of two lip-related Action Units from
visual representations as a secondary objective. Our approach
greatly simplifies the training strategy, enabling our system to
achieve competitive error rate reductions with a fraction of the
training data required by other approaches.
Finally, we make a direct comparison with the more popular
audio-visual fusion scheme presented in [17], although without
making use of the full training procedure of WLAS. We show
that such an approach can also benefit from the addition of the
secondary AU loss, yet to a lesser extent than AV Align, con-
firming the difficulty of learning good visual representations
in AVSR. A closer look at the alignment patterns suggests
that learning cross-modal correlations as in AV Align may be
a more suitable approach for AVSR than relating the state of
the WLAS bimodal decoder to each modality separately.
A main take away message from error analysis is that the
performance improvements reported with multimodal systems
are affected by a high deviation from the mean, leading to a
considerable number of sentences where the audio system is
ahead by a large error margin. This exposes a fundamental
challenge in AVSR, that the visual modality needs to be
integrated without impairing the auditory one, which in turn
may require mechanisms for assessing the confidence in the
visual content. This may warrant a re-evaluation of approaches
originally designed for HMM frameworks such as those of
Papandreou et al. [53]. Filtering out unreliable video sources
may prove particularly important for challenging datasets such
as LRS2, as our investigation suggests that neural networks
have difficulties in learning this skill automatically. Future
AVSR systems may need to be designed and tested with these
observations in mind, so they could fall back to audio-only
performance whenever the visual modality is not informative.
Overall, this work brings more evidence to support the idea
of cross-modal alignment in AVSR, which has been largely
overlooked so far. Despite having the entire sentence available
for alignment, AV Align learns to extract a visual context from
a relatively narrow time window. The estimated timing of this
context vector, shown in Figure 16, suggests that the learnt
asynchronies between modalities vary between 20ms audio
lead to 80ms video lead, with notable peaks associated with
plosive sounds (t, d, p, t). This is in line with the precise
phonetic measurements of Schwartz and Savariaux [29], al-
though a deeper analysis is needed to understand the learnt
alignments, and we leave it as future work.
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